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SGA to stage walkout to protest state budget cuts

MICHELLE DAY
Herald reporter
Protesters of the past
organized sit-ins, but the Student
Government Association would
rather see students walk out.
SGA is sponsoring Walk
Out Western to protest budget
cuts and get more state funding
for universities.
Students will walk out
of classes at 12:20 p.m. on
Thursday, Oct. 25 and meet at

the Colonnade for a 20 to 25
minute rally.
SGA will be near Java
City from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
on Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday
to
provide
information about the event.
The best way to promote the
walk out is by word-of-mouth,
SGA President Jeanne Johnson
said. Students won’t participate
unless their friends do.
The goal is to express
discontent with Frankfort, not

Western, Johnson said.
The state gave Western 54
percent of the money that was
recommended by the Council on
Post-secondary Education, during
the 2006-08 budget cycle.
“All we ask is that Frankfort
give us more than 54 percent of
a chance,” Johnson said.
President Gary Ransdell
said he can’t condone students
walking out of class because
it puts faculty in an awkward
position.

Ransdell said he won’t
interfere with Walk Out
Western, but he thinks students
should be sensitive to the
position leaving class would
put the professors in.
Each faculty member will
determine individual responses
to the walk out, he said.
Ransdell said he doesn’t think
the walkout will have an effect
on getting more state funding.
Elected officials won’t
correlate a student protest
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On Oct. 2, Louisville sophomore
Ra’Quel Bowen received a notice
from the billings office that she had
been dropped from Western for
nonpayment.
Bowen said she was scared, but
not worried, when she was dropped.
“I prayed about it, and I knew
everything would work out,” she
said.
Bowen is
one of 743 By the numbers
students who
743 students
were dropped
were
dropped from
for nonpayment
Western
for nonpaythis semester.
T h a t ’ s ment this semester.
fewer than the
864 students were
864 dropped
dropped
in fall 2006.
in fall 2006,
Bursar Belinda
A minimum of 30
Higginbotham
percent
of financial
said.
aid
applicants
have
She said the
office is trying their forms pulled by
to have more the federal governcommunication ment every year.
with students,
19,000 students
and she hopes
submitted
FAFSA
students are
forms
to
financial
aid
becoming more
this
year.
informed.
The billings
office employees used to drop
students before the semester started,
but in fall 2006, they began waiting
until October to give students more
time to work things out.
Bowen said she had problems
because her Free Application for
Federal Student Aid form was one that
was randomly selected for verification
by the federal processing center.
“In the beginning, I felt like no
one cared, and no one wanted to help
me,” she said.
A minimum of 30 percent
of financial aid applicants have
their forms pulled by the federal
government every year, said Cindy
Burnette, director of student financial
assistance.
She said that the increase in
enrollment led to an increase in students
applying for financial aid and more
students needing to verify tax forms.
She said 19,000 students submitted
FAFSA forms to financial aid this
year.
Students aren’t required to submit
FAFSA forms.
When students are selected
for verification, they must submit
additional tax forms that will be
used to make sure all information is
accurate, Burnette said.
The verification process slows
down students getting their financial
aid and can contribute to students
being dropped for nonpayment,
Burnette said.
Students have problems with the
verification process because they
don’t always turn those forms in on
time, she said.
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next month page 5A
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Awareness Week

at Western with their action
related to state money, he said.
Ransdell said students should
work together and with legislators
to get more state funding.
“I don’t think a single protest
on a single campus will have
much of an impact,” he said.
“All campuses need to work
together, not independently.
We need a united front in
Frankfort.”

SUSIE LAUN
Herald reporter
In 2006, 280,200 people between the
ages of 17 and 24 were registered to vote
in Kentucky.
Of that number, 24.8 percent voted in
the election, according to elect.ky.gov.
That same year, 33.8 percent of
registered people between the ages of
25 and 34 voted. The numbers continue
to increase as voters get older.
The secretary of state’s office hasn’t
issued a prediction for voter turnout in
the upcoming election, but there are
no indications that the turnout will be

different from the 2003 governor’s race,
when overall turnout was 40.2 percent.
There are many reasons that voter
turnout among young people is less
than other age demographics, but state
officials and professors are working to
increase the numbers of young voters.
Income and education are major
factors that contribute to whether a
person will vote, said Scott Lasley,
assistant political science professor.
Lasley said there’s a group of 18 to
24-year-olds who aren’t in school that
are less likely to vote. They aren’t likely
to vote because their age group doesn’t
make a lot of money.

Mobility also contributes to voting,
he said.
Students aren’t always in their home
county, and they tend to be less informed
about local politics.
Young people don’t have an interest
in voting because they don’t always see
the impact that it will have on them,
Lasley said.
“The older you are, the more you will
see the way politics impacts you,” he said.
Not having roots in the community
also affects students, said Joel Turner,
assistant political science professor.
See VOTING,
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thousand words

SUDOKU

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column
and every 3x3 box contains the digits
1 through 9 with no repeats.

Solution, tips and
computer program at
www.sudoku.com

t

Crime reports

Reports

u Daniel Smith, Barnes-Campbell Hall,
reported on Oct. 15 two custom subwoofers,
compact disc player, CD case, 40 store-bought
CDs, 60 self-made CDs and his sunglasses stolen
when the rear sliding window of his 1988 Dodge
pick-up truck was broken in the University
Boulevard lot. The value of the theft and damages was $1,210.
u Qian Dong, 1909 Creason St., reported on
Oct. 15 her Texas registration plate stolen from
her Nissan Sentra in The Gables apartments lot.
The value of the theft was $40.
u Cory Lancaster, Keen Hall, reported on
Oct. 15 his cell phone and $25 stolen from his
dorm.

Arrests

u Vaness O. Omosigho, Bates-Runner Hall,
was arrested on Oct. 16 and charged with disorderly conduct second degree. She was released
from Warren County Regional Jail on Oct. 17 on
a $1,000 unsecured bond.
u Stephan M. Grant, 3434 Cave Spring Ave.,
was arrested on Oct. 13 and charged with careless driving, operating on a suspended license,
possession of marijuana and driving under the
influence first offense. He was released from
Warren County jail the same day on a $1,000
unsecured bond.
u Dejuan A. Guess, Pearce-Ford Tower, was
arrested on Oct. 13 and charged with alcohol
intoxication in a public place. He was released
from Warren County jail the same day on time
served.
u Randy W. Davis, 1132 Fairview Ave., was
arrested on Oct. 13 and charged with alcohol
intoxication in a public place. He was released
from Warren County jail the same day on time
served.

t

Corrections

Due to a Herald error, the volleyball team was
incorrectly identified as having the best winning
percentage among athletic teams at Western, and
men’s and women’s basketball were incorrectly
identified as fall sports in a column on page 14
in the Oct. 16 issue. The volleyball team has the
best winning percentage among fall sports teams.
Men’s and women’s basketball are winter sports.
The Herald regrets the errors.
The College Heights Herald corrects all confirmed errors that are brought to reporters’ or
editors’ attention. Please call 745-6011 or 7455044 to report a correction, or e-mail us at editor@chherald.com.
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LUKE SHARRETT/Herald

Professor-in-Residence Anna Cromwell instructs her students, 4-year-old Noah Bratcher, left, and 4-year-old Cameron Neighbors, center, on the basics of music appreciation. The children have started the pre-twinkle violin class with cardboard instruments to prepare
them to properly use the real thing.

Musical minors learn fundamentals
from Western professional’s classes
HOLLY BROWN
Herald reporter

W

estern’s music department is trying a new
approach to involve
the community with strings.
As of Oct. 10, Professionalin-Residence Anna Cromwell
is instructing 3- to 5-year-olds
from the community to play
violin.
“We like to say, only practice on the days that you eat,”
Cromwell told the guardians of
the two students in her first
class.
She and Sharon Woodward,
program director of continuing
education for extended learning
and outreach, hatched the idea
to capitalize on Cromwell’s
training in the Suzuki Method,
an instruction method developed by Shinichi Suzuki.

“Suzuki thought teaching
children to learn music teaches
them to become better human
beings because of the patience it
takes, the concentration and the
discipline,” Cromwell said.
The method teaches that
children learn by ear, and if
they’re able to learn complex
languages, they’re capable of
learning to play music if they’re
surrounded by it.
“They’re incredibly patient,”
Cromwell said. “It’s not the
kids who lose patience. It’s the
parents.”
International student adviser
Derick Strode worried about the
kids’ ability to maintain daily
practice after he enrolled his
nephew, 4-year-old Cameron
Neighbor, in the class.
Strode said he’s worried
that he won’t be able to assure
that the appropriate lessons are
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being practiced daily from week
to week, since he isn’t the boy’s
parent.
The beginning lessons focus
on finger position and poise, for
which the students use a cardboard violin.
“It is important to treat the
cardboard violin with respect
because soon it will change to a
real violin,” Strode said.
He said Neighbor practiced
every day for the first week,
and he and the other students
in the class proved as much by
their performance at the second
meeting.
After the first week, Strode
convinced Neighbor’s mother,
Michelle Strode, to attend the
weekly class. Even so, she’s
uncertain if she will always
have time to enforce the daily
practices.
“Right now, (Cromwell)

CYAN MEGENTA YELLOW BLACK

just asks for 10 minutes a
day, but as he progresses, I’m
sure she will expect more,”
Michelle Strode said. “We
have a pretty busy schedule.
I’m not sure at this time how
much time it’ll require, but
I’ll practice with him as much
I need to.”
Derick and Michelle Strode
agree that, so far, Neighbor
enjoys learning an instrument
and visiting campus. He also,
according to his uncle, shows an
aptitude for strings.
“He really likes this song
called ‘Wagon Wheel’ by the
Old Crow Medicine Show,”
Derick Strode said. “He’s
always had a love of fiddle
music, so we thought we’d give
it a try and see if he likes it.”
Reach Holly Brown
at news@chherald.com.
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What do you think of Walk Out Western?
“I think it’s a good
idea for people to
express their opinions.
I don’t think I would
personally do it
myself.”

Wes Buchanan
junior
Glasgow

Jacqueline Gross
freshman
Bowling Green

Walkout
Continued

from page

1a

Johnson said she invited
other state universities to participate in similar walkouts, but
the student governments chose
not to because they want to see
how it works at Western.
“Western is like the spearhead,” she said.
Ransdell said he wants
SGA to make students aware of
Western’s strategic plan, which
stabilizes tuition rates.
SGA recognizes and appreciates Western’s efforts to sta-

bilize tuition increases with the
strategic plan, Johnson said. The
solution to decreasing tuition is
getting more state funding.
“We’re basically going to
the source,” Johnson said.
Associate history professor
Andrew McMichael said he’s
excited that students are taking a stand because they don’t
always take action when they
have a concern.
“Anything students feel passionately enough about to take action, I
support,” McMichael said.
History professor Carol
Crowe Carraco said she doesn’t
approve of the walkout.
She said it doesn’t make
sense to try to get more funding

“I think it probably
won’t do anything, but
that’s not a reason
not to do it. It would
still be making a
point. It would make
people think about it,
but where there’s no
money, there probably
isn’t going to be any
money.”

David Zimmer
Asst. Professor
Economics

“I don’t have any problem
with people protesting, but
these kids have already
paid their tuition, so they’re
walking out on something
they purchased. I don’t
know what a protest
during class time would
accomplish above and
beyond what a protest
outside class would.”

“It sounds like a great
idea, because it can
let them know that
students are for it, so
I think it would be a
good thing.”

Garrett Mitchem
sophomore
Louisville

for an education by walking out
of a class.
“It’s like shooting yourself
in the foot,” she said.
Brittany Baugh, a junior from
Frankfort, Ind., said she’ll participate because increasing tuition
is a big issue with students.
She thinks SGA should promote it, so more students can
get involved.
Springfield freshman Will
Spalding said he isn’t sure if the
walkout will be effective.
The effectiveness of the program will depend on how many
people participate, he said.
Reach Michelle Day
at news@chherald.com.

CAMPUS GOVERNMENT

SGA resolution requests
increase in state funding
MICHELLE DAY
Herald reporter
The Student Government
Association doesn’t agree that
less is more.
SGA passed a resolution at
its meeting on Tuesday, Oct. 9
stating senators want the state
government to appropriate more
money to Western.
Western received 54 percent
of the money the Council on
Postsecondary Education recommended in the fiscal year
2008, SGA President Jeanne
Johnson said.
CPE recommends a budget
to state legislators, who then
revise the budget and send it to
the governor for approval.
Western must receive the full
recommended money from the
state to meet educational goals
for the year 2020, the resolution
states.
Tuition increases are necessary to account for deficit
when state funding decreases,
and higher tuition rates hurt
students, Johnson said.
SGA is sponsoring Walk Out
Western on Thursday, Oct. 25
to raise awareness and let legislators know students care about
the issue, Johnson said.
Students will walk out of
class to a rally at the colonnade
at 12:20 p.m., she said.
“We want to make a physi-
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cal statement of empty seats to
legislators,” she said.
SGA also encourages students to write and call legislators
to let them speak out against the
budget cuts, she said.
Student government representatives from across the state
rally at Frankfort every February
to get legislators to appropriate
more funding to universities.
Representative Jody Richards
said he supports increasing state
funding.
Western is growing, so more
money is needed to recruit and
retain students, he said.
CPE met with representatives from universities yesterday to continue discussion
regarding the 2008-10 biannual
budget, Patrick said.
“We’ve been collaborating
with the institutions,” Patrick
said. “We’re on the home
stretch.”
CPE wants to double the
number of bachelor’s degrees
by the year 2020.
“If we’re asking institutions
to enroll and retain and graduate
more students, we need additional revenue,” Patrick said.
“They are going to need additional revenue.”
Universities need the money
to provide the resources necessary to get students to graduate,
Patrick said.
“It’s not enough to get them

to the front door,” she said.
There are only six more budget request opportunities before
2020, so it’s important that budgets until then meet the needs of
institutions to increase educational attainment, Patrick said.
President Gary Ransdell said
he hopes SGA will tell students about Western’s four-year
strategic plan, which stabilizes
tuition increases in the 6 percent
range for the next four years.
Johnson said SGA is proud
of Western’s efforts to stabilize
tuition rates.
SGA’s goal is to get the
state to provide more money so
tuition rates won’t be as high,
she said.
Lexington freshman Darius
Johnson said his parents pay
for tuition out of pocket, and he
would like the rates to decrease
to make it easier on them.
He said some students can’t
go to college because tuition
rates are so high.
Springfield freshman Sara
Robinson said tuition rates at
Western are reasonable, and the
price of the education is worth it.
“You get your money’s
worth,” Robinson said.
CPE’s budget recommendations are set to be approved by
CPE on Nov. 5.
Reach Michelle Day
at news@chherald.com.
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OPS
OTTOMS

TOPS to the cooler
weather finally making
it feel like fall. It's just in
time for Halloween!
BOTTOMS to the
cooler weather, as well.
Mostly because soon
we won't be able to
wear flip-flops all day,
every day.
TOPS to the Volleyball
team consistently kicking butt. Now there's
a group Western can
really be proud of.
BOTTOMS to three
fire drills in one night at
Minton. Remember the
boy who cried wolf? Let
your dormmates sleep
in peace unless there's
a REAL emergency.
TOPS to the photojournalism Mountain
Workshop, being held
this year in Danville,
Ky. Although we miss
our photographers
while they're gone, they
always come back with
some amazing work.
BOTTOMS to the
enormous chasm where
the sidewalk on Normal
used to be. Aside from
the jackhammers (don't
get us started there),
walking in the street is
also getting old.
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Opinion
No ifs, ands or butts
The Staff Council discussed
how to educate people about
the smoking areas. They
really shouldn't have to.
We’re all in college, so it’s pretty safe to assume we can all
read. So why is it that the Staff Council is having to discuss
how to let people know where to light up and where to butt out?
There are “designated smoking area” signs in the designated
smoking areas, and “no smoking” signs elsewhere. What’s so
hard about that?
It’s common sense, not to mention common courtesy. The
smoking area policy was implemented in July 2006 – over a
year ago – so we’ve had plenty of time to adjust. If you smoke,
please respect others by finding a designated area, and put your
cigarette butts in the proper receptacles so other people don’t
have to clean up after you.
The idea that people need to be taught where the smoking
areas are is sad. Upperclassmen who have been on campus
before should know by now where the areas are, and smoke
accordingly. Freshmen and visitors should be smart enough to
follow their example.
We’re not upset at the reaction that the Staff Council has
had to the issue; we’re upset that this issue even exists. Most
students, faculty and staff who smoke seem to have no problem
sticking to the designated areas, so we can’t see any reason for
this to be a problem other than laziness and rudeness. And that’s
never a good reason.
This editorial represents the majority opinion of the Herald's
11-member editorial board.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Uneven bridge: check.
Spirits: who knows?

I took a great interest in the story
about the Barren River Bridge legend,
and I decided to do a little investigating of the bridge. I forwent the Ouija
board and armed myself with a level,
my car, a witness (a friend), a camera,
and a suspicion. What I found was
that the bridge does not rest on a level
plane. It would not take much to get
a car to roll, and the bridge is off just
enough even though it appears to the
eye to be level. Evidence: the car will
only roll one way (toward Hwy 185),
and the bubble in the level would not
center no matter where the level was
placed. The clincher was when I tried
put my car in neutral on the bridge
with the front pointing away from
Hwy 185, and my car rolled backwards. Furthermore, the wood was
old and chipped away in some places,
making the car’s motion bumpy and
jerky, a motion similar to someone
trying to push it. As for the noises,
there are large trees on both ends of
the bridge with branches that rest
beside and underneath the bridge. The
old bridge is also prone to creaks and
groans and all sorts of eerie noises. I
am not attempting to prove or disprove
the existence of spirits. I am only presenting observations about the bridge
and inviting others to check it out too.
Ghost or not, it still is a beautiful and
interesting place to visit.
Victoria Gaylord
Irvington senior

Protect your rights before
they become privileges

The word “rights” is tossed around
this day and age. Many of us just smile,
nod our heads and never give rights a
second thought. They are there in the
Constitution so that means the government cannot take them away, right? But
do any of us really understand what is
required of us to keep those rights? How
strongly do you believe in protecting
your rights? Are you willing to fight for
them? I read an article recently that has
helped me better understand not what
our rights are, but what it takes to keep
those rights from being taken away. The
article was in a copy of the Republic
Magazine (volume 1, issue 2, page 6),
which a friend had sent to me. Both of
us are supporters of Dr. Ron Paul, and
there was a very informative article
about him in the magazine. Now many
of you might ask, “Who is Ron Paul?”
Simply put, Dr. Ron Paul is running for
president. You should take the time and
search the internet for him. You might be
surprised at what you read and hear.
The article, entitled “Constitutional
Discipline,” was written by constitutional scholar Michael Badnarik. It was
shocking at first to read, but as it progressed, I came to realize what he was
saying. He states that the Constitution
– the document itself – protects none of
our rights. Badnarik paints a wonderful image of this. He says,” Imagine
standing on a railroad track in the path
of an oncoming locomotive, holding up
a copy of the Constitution for “protection.” That’s how much protection the
Constitution gives you.”

The Herald encourages
readers to write letters and
commentaries on topics of
public interest. Here are
a few guidelines:

DISCLAIMER
The opinions expressed
in this newspaper
DO NOT reflect those
of Western’s employees
or of its administration.

www.wkuherald.com

STAFF EDITORIAL

SUBMISSIONS

1. Letters should not exceed
250 words, and commentaries
should be 700-800 words.
2. Originality counts. Please
don’t submit plagiarized work.
3. For verification, letters and
commentaries MUST include
your name, phone number,
home town and classification
or title.
4. Letters may not run in every
edition due to space.
5. The Herald reserves the right
to edit all letters for style,
grammar, length and clarity.
The Herald does NOT print
libelous submissions.

Thursday, October 18, 2007
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky

A cartoon strip by Annie Erskine

So what is he getting at? He means
that the real situation is reversed. It is
We the People, not the Constitution, who
are endowed with the power to protect
our rights. The Constitution states those
rights, and the citizen-patriot has a sworn
duty to protect those rights. The next section of the article then re-establishes the
difference between rights and privileges.
Rights do not require permission from
authority, and never can they be taken
away from the people. Privileges are the
exact opposite. You must attain permission in order to do them and at any time
they can be taken away. Many in this
country have coupled the two words
together as meaning the same thing.
They do not! They have never been the
same and will never be the same, unless
you are compliant in allowing you rights
to be turned into privileges.
Complacency and the failure to act
will permit a government to turn rights
into privileges. We have more power
than we are led to believe. Change can
come, but we must first act. I close with
Mr. Badnarik’s thoughts: “The creator is
always more powerful than the created.
We the People created our government,
which means we always have the option
of abolishing our government and starting again from scratch. We the People
have rights, and we grant the government
privileges. We the People can revoke
any or all of the government’s privileges
any [omitted] time we feel like it. All it
requires is our collective political will.
Thomas Jefferson said that we only have
the rights we are willing to fight for. In
the beginning of a change, the Patriot is a
scarce man, Brave, Hated, and Scorned.
When his cause succeeds however, the

timid join him, For then it costs nothing
to be a Patriot." – Mark Twain
Corey J. Bryson
Rockfield senior

Mannerless lab users should
follow rules and be courteous

This letter is to express my frustration with the computer lab located in the
Mass Media building. Tonight a girl was
arrested on the grounds that she did not
dispose of her drink before she entered
the lab. It states clearly on the door that
you must leave your drinks at the front.
Apparently, she didn’t want to follow the
rules so she didn’t. The campus police
were called and it led to a very interesting argument, which led to her not backing down, therefore, being arrested. This
letter isn’t to support her being arrested,
I think it was a bit extreme, but come
on students, follow the damn rules. I’m
also sick and tired of people talking and
blabbing on their phones like no one
else is in the computer lab. Have some
couth. Honestly, I believe that immature
students come to the lab at night to check
their myspace page and to socialize with
a buddy. Can WKU hire a more assertive
staff to regulate? Lay down the law, my
friends! All I’m saying is: quit talking
so loud on your cell phones, quit acting
like the lab is a night club and read the
big sign on the door before entering,
NO DRINKS, QUIET PLEASE, and
PLEASE RESPECT OTHERS.
Jenni Johnson
Bowling Green sophomore
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Bagel shop coming to Mass
Media and Technology Hall
CHRISTINA HOWERTON
Herald reporter
Students will have another
dining option besides the services in Downing University
Center and Garrett Conference
Center starting in the spring.
There will be an Einstein
Bros. bagel shop on the right
side of the patio at Mass Media
and Technology Hall near
Guthrie Bell Tower, said Gary
Meszaros, director of auxiliary
services.
Officials met Monday to discuss bids, but the bid, which
was about $297,000, was higher
than expected.
Officials are working on getting the price to meet their budget of about $250,000, Project
Manager Dan Chaney said.
Officials received only one
bid because most contractors
in the area are busy with other
projects.
The bid was higher than
expected because the shop
will have to be constructed in

C Y
M K

a small space surrounded by
existing structures.
He said he’s confident they’ll
get the bid down to their price
so that they can move forward
before the end of the month.
It should open during the
spring semester.
There were other possible
locations for an Einstein-type
store in Mass Media, but the
location was chosen because of
its central placement on campus, Chaney said.
Einstein serves breakfast
bagels, sandwiches, soups, salads and coffee.
It’s similar to a Panera Bread,
Meszaros said.
The shop will diversify dining on campus and offer students
healthy options, said Roy Biggers,
director of dining services. It
might also relieve conjestion in
DUC during busy hours.
Officials’ plans are to cater
through the shop and have a
kiosk by the Environmental
Sciences and Technology building that serves fresh bagels,

Meszaros said.
Officials got the idea to
open the bagel shop based
on student surveys, Biggers
said.
Surveys help determine needs
in each area of campus and what
services students want.
Bowling Green sophomore
Taylor Garabato said he thinks
Einstein is a good choice to put
in Mass Media because it will
be easy for students to grab
some food while they’re studying and using the lab computers.
He said the lighter food will
also be better for students while
they’re studying than pizza
would be.
ARAMARK and Western
will partner in bringing the shop
to campus, Biggers said.
ARAMARK will be the
franchise holder and manage
and staff the store.
Reach Christina Howerton
at news@chherald.com.
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Voting
Continued

from page

1A

He said some students don’t
have their own families or
careers which would give them
an interest in the community.
Some students lack the
political knowledge to vote and
don’t want to make the wrong
choice in the voting booth, he
said.
College students tend to vote
more than other 18-24 year olds
who aren’t in college, Lasley
said.
“The bigger problem is peers
that aren’t in college,” he said.
Voting is important for young
people because sometimes
policies are made that will hurt
them, City Commissioner Brian
Strow said.
Strow said some older people
will vote to give themselves
benefits that younger people
have to pay for through taxes.
City Commissioner Brian
“Slim” Nash said he thinks
one reason young people don’t
vote is because they incorrectly
think that voting doesn’t have
an effect on their lives.
Mayor Elaine Walker said
it’s critical for everyone to vote,
not just young people.
Walker said she thinks that
people who don’t vote have
lost the right to complain about
government.
She
said
American

Aid
Continued

from page

1A

In addition to the 30 percent
selected, the financial aid office
is required to pull any form
with missing information for
verification.
Bowen said she turned in her
financial aid information during
the summer, and she learned at
the end of the summer that she
had been selected for verification.
“It took longer for all my
loans to go through to Western,”
she said.
Bowen still owed about
$1,200 to Western when she
was dropped.
Money she got from financial aid was able to cover all
but $400.
Higginbotham said the billings office works closely with
financial aid and students to
help them with problems and
questions.
“We’re trying to be proactive and let students know they

government is participatory, and elections didn’t get a lot of
everyone should be involved.
participation, but they were still
“I’ve been excited to see the worth the office’s time because
activities at Western to make it informed some students about
students more informed,” she the election.
said.
He also said the mock
At Western, there are many elections provided the office an
programs sponsored by the opportunity to register young
political science department voters and show them what
to increase civic engagement, voting machines are like.
Lasley said.
Grayson said his office
Constitution Week and the recently launched the Web site
American Democracy Project vote.ky.gov, which is aimed at
are sponsored in part by the young and first-time voters.
department.
The site tells people how to
Other departments and register to vote and educates
organizations also support civic voters on the candidates.
engagement.
Facebook.com
Professors
and Myspace.com
aren’t the only
are also being
people who are
used to remind
pushing greater
young
people
civic engagement
of
elections,
in college-aged
Grayson said. His
students.
office has started a
The Kentucky
Facebook group.
Secretary
of
“If we reach
State’s
office
out to them,
is also working
—Trey Grayson
on projects to
maybe they’ll be
Ke
ntucky’s
Secretary of State
raise awareness
more likely to
of elections and
vote,” he said.
voting, Secretary of State Trey
Turner said some people
Grayson said.
think the importance of voting
Grayson and his office needs to be emphasized earlier
worked on a mock election with than college and late high
university student governments school.
to let students know about the
He said that by getting kids
gubernatorial election on Nov. to watch the news and have
6.
an interest in what’s going on,
“The issues that are children will hopefully become
important to young people informed voters.
aren’t emphasized because
people aren’t voting,” he said.
Reach Susie Laun
Grayson said the mock at news@chherald.com.

“The issues that
are important to
young people
aren’t emphasized
because people
aren’t voting.”

have a balance,” she said.
that student, she said.
Employees send out hard
When students are dropped,
copy bill statements and fol- they can work with financial
low-up with e-mails if they still aid to show they have sufficient
haven’t received payment.
funds in the form of aid to cover
The financial aid office also their balance.
tries to inform students that they
Financial aid will notify the
can be dropped if they don’t get billings office that the student
their finances in order.
needs to be reinstated and the
Burnette said the office sends billings office will inform the
e-mails from the time they get registrar’s office, who will
applications remindreregister the stuing students to turn
dent.
Students
all their forms in
before the deadline.
whose financial
“We make an
aid money won’t
aggressive effort to
cover the balance
drop as few students
they owe, need to
as possible,” she
pay their balance
said.
to billings office.
Before students
Bowen said
— Belinda
are dropped, billings
she had to pay
Higginbotham her balance to be
office employees go
Bursar reinstated, but the
through a process in
which they look at
$25 reinstatement
every outstanding account to fee was waived.
see if the students can pay,
“I feel good and blessed,” she
Higginbotham said.
said. “There was one lady in the
“We take this very serious- financial aid office who really
ly,” she said.
cared and really helped me.”
Students weren’t dropped if
the billings office knew that Reach Susie Laun
guaranteed funds existed for at news@chherald.com.

“We’re trying
to be proactive
and let students
know they have
a balance.”
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1 Large 1-Topping Stuffed Crust for $9.99
Offer Expires 12-30-07

*+$ ,+,+

@XW\h`C\mmTf

1R

2 Medium 1-Topping Pizzas for $10.99
Valid on Pan, Thin ’N Crispy or Hand Tossed Crust

Offer Expires 12-30-07

Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per person per visit at participating Pizza Hut
locations. Not valid in combination with any other special offer or coupon. Valid on Dine-In, Carryout
or Delivery where available. Limited delivery area. Delivery charge may apply.

Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per person per visit at participating Pizza Hut
locations. Not valid in combination with any other special offer or coupon. Valid on Dine-In, Carryout
or Delivery where available. Limited delivery area. Delivery charge may apply.

C\mmT@beX

?TeZXC\mmTf

MD

1 Large 1-Topping Pizza & Order of
Cheesesticks OR Quepapas for $13.99
Valid on Pan, Thin ’N Crispy or Hand Tossed Crust

Offer Expires 12-30-07

Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per person per visit at participating Pizza Hut
locations. Not valid in combination with any other special offer or coupon. Valid on Dine-In, Carryout
or Delivery where available. Limited delivery area. Delivery charge may apply.

6Z

2 Large 2-Topping Pizzas $15.99
Valid on Pan, Thin ’N Crispy or Hand Tossed Crust

Offer Expires 12-30-07

Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per person per visit at participating Pizza Hut
locations. Not valid in combination with any other special offer or coupon. Valid on Dine-In, Carryout
or Delivery where available. Limited delivery area. Delivery charge may apply.
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VOLLEYBALL

Lady Tops back to business
ANDREW ROBINSON
Herald reporter
Sophomore outside hitter
Brittany Bowen had a case of
the hiccups before practice yesterday in Diddle Arena.
That’s the only hiccup the Lady
Toppers have seen recently.
Coming off a weekend in
which Western beat Florida
International and Florida
Atlantic, before sweeping Middle
Tennessee Monday night, the
Lady Toppers realize it’s time to
get back to business.
“We got to enjoy it a little bit
more Tuesday,” junior middle
hitter Megan Argabright said.
“Today it’s actually going to
get back to lockdown and ‘let’s
go.’ We did it and now it’s time
to move on.”
It was a noticeably laidback atmosphere among the
team before practice yesterday,
including plenty of laughing
and joking outside the gym.
“This is what happens when
we feel good about ourselves,”
sophomore outside hitter Aquila
Orr said.
Western’s winning streak now
stands at five overall. They have
won nine games in a row against
Sun Belt Conference teams.
The last time the Lady

Fresh

Continued

from page

10A

Buechel is one of the two
players to score a hat-trick this
season, scoring three goals
against Florida International on
Sept. 28. She was named Sun
Belt Conference player of the
week on Oct. 2.
“Amanda and Mallory
are very dangerous attacking
players,” Neidell said. “They
have certainly lived up to
expectations in that regard.”
The other freshmen scorers
are forward Danielle Hogue and
redshirt midfielder/defender
Nikki Workman, who have four
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Toppers started 9-0 against the
Sun Belt was 2005, when they
went on to run the table and win
the conference tournament. But
Coach Travis Hudson doesn’t
necessarily see similarities
between the 2005 team and the
current team.
“(2005) was a very, very
experienced,
senior-laden
team,” Hudson said. “I think
this team is just starting to find
itself a little bit.”
While the Lady Toppers find
themselves, the opposition has
yet to find a way to stop Orr. She
is ranked ninth in the country
with a .409 hitting percentage.
“I think part of the reason I
can have success on the right
side is because we’re so good
in the middle,” Orr said. “The
thing is, we’re good offensively
because we can come at you
from all angles.”
Despite the recent success for
the team, Hudson said there’s
room for improvement.
“We have to get better to win
a championship,” he said. “The
results are what they are at this
point, but I’m telling you, we
have to get better.”
Hudson said he is satisfied
with the way the team has competed lately.
“The main thing is, we’re
goals each. Freshmen forward
Amy Schmitz has one goal this
season.
Both Outerbridge and
Buechel said part of the reason
they have been able to perform
is the comfort level they feel on
the team.
“I have fit in very well,”
Outerbridge said. “I feel very
comfortable with the coaching
staff and the team. I’ve enjoyed
every minute here.”
Buechel said that the
upperclassman leadership has
helped the freshmen class
develop.
“I think the upperclassmen
help out a lot,” Buechel said.
“When we see them working
hard in practice we work just as

CYAN MEGENTA YELLOW BLACK

just trying to do our thing and
continue to improve and peak
at the right time in the season,”
Orr said.
Argabright said it’s nice to
have things rolling in the right
direction.
“It’s kind of a thing that we
enjoy volleyball, we enjoy playing, and competing, and being
out there and being together,”
she said.
There will be plenty of time
to experience that this weekend.
The Lady Toppers will head
to Louisiana for three matches
in three days, starting Friday at
Louisiania-Lafayette. They will
finish up with New Orleans on
Saturday and Louisiana-Monroe
on Sunday.
“In terms of the stress of
travel, there’s no trip in the
league that compares to this
one,” Hudson said. “It’s going
to be a lot of hours on a bus.”
It will be a field trip against
futility.
The 444-mile trip starts in
Lafayette and runs through the
Bayou, ending in Monroe. It
pits the Toppers against three
programs with 14 combined
wins overall this season.
Reach Andrew Robinson
at sports@chherald.com.
hard, and that makes us better
in games.”
Senior midfielder Alicia
Dalby said many of the
upperclassmen try to lead by
example.
“When we lead by example
and show that we want a
championship and are dedicated
to that, they want to be there
with us,” Dalby said.
Neidell said he is pleased
with how all the freshmen have
done this season.
“The freshmen class has
contributed significantly both
on and off the field,” Neidell
said.
Reach Chris Acree
at sports@wkuherald.com.
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“I just loved Western, the
team and coaches,” Thomas
said. “The campus was just very
appealing to me as well as the
way the team made me feel.”
Diving is a sport that is 90 percent mental and 10 percent physical, and Thomas meets the standards, junior Emily Waits said.
“Peyton is a hard worker,”
she said. “We’re all basically
jealous of him.”
In the Red/White scrimmage,
Thomas scored a 272.40 in the
1-meter dive and 303.52 in his
record-breaking 3-meter dive.
“Peyton really has a great
work ethic, listens very well, and
is very coachable,” Coach Bruce
Marchionda said. “Peyton should
look to compete for the conference
title this year, which would put a
feather in his and (Western diving coach Bob Benson’s) hat. He
also should look to qualify for the
NCAA Zone Championships.”
Benson said that Thomas
was the No.1 recruit coming in
as a freshman last season.
“You gotta be a little crazy
to want to dive,” Benson said.
“Peyton has a lot of control in
the air. He has a lot of natural
talent with the ability to still
improve but be further ahead.”
Next, Thomas will compete
in the Michigan Shootout along
with the rest of his team at 1 p.m.
Oct. 27 in Detroit, Mich.

t

Diving success is
natural for Thomas
Success is something that has
become almost common for sophomore diver Peyton Thomas.
The Lubbock, Texas native
not only broke a school record
as a freshman, but now has done
it twice.
Last season, Thomas broke
the school 3-meter diving
record. He broke his own school
record in the Red/White scrimmage at Bill Powell Natatorium
on Sept. 29.
“I’ve got a mindset going
into each meet,” Thomas said.
“I like to go for records and perform to the best of my ability.”
Success is something that has
occurred quite often for Thomas
in his diving career.
In high school, he qualified
for the state meet as a sophomore, junior and senior, and
was named to the all-State team.
In his final prep year, he was a
national qualifier and received
the bronze medal at the Texas
State Swimming and Diving
Championships. He won district
titles in 2005 and 2006.
Last season, Thomas finished seventh at the Sun Belt
Conference meet in both the 1meter and 3-meter dive events.
Thomas went on several recruiting trips including Louisiana State, Southern
Illinois and Missouri State, with
Western being his last.
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KORI FARR
Herald reporter
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Sports briefs

Tennis team members
play well in Louisville

Freshman Currie Martin
reached the finals of his singles bracket at the Louisville
Invitational this past weekend
at the University of Louisville.
It was the first time in the
program’s history that an
unseeded player has reached
the finals of an event.
Martin made his way
through the C singles bracket,
winning four matches before
falling to champion Nutthavit
Likitkumchorn of Toledo
6-2, 6-4. Martin rolled over
Tennessee-Martin’s Shuntaro
Tsukiyama 6-0, 6-0 in firstround action. He defeated
Adam Shaeffer of Xavier in
three sets, 2-6, 6-2, 6-0 and
won in the semifinals over
Eastern Kentucky’s Vadizm
Ivanis 6-1, 6-4.
Sophomore Thomas Krug
won two matches during the
tournament before losing to
Tim Barnoud of Louisville in
the quarterfinals 6-3, 6-4 in
B singles. Krug beat Xavier’s
Brian Schubert 7-5, 6-2 in the
first round and EKU’s Mel
Segota 6-2, 6-2 in second-

round action.
The Hilltoppers will be on
the court again today at the UK
Invitational in Lexington.

Lady Toppers receive
challenge gift

A Bowling Green couple
has made a second challenge
gift to raise scholarship support
for Lady Topper basketball at
Western.
Mike and Belle Hunt have
made a second $200,000
challenge gift in support of
endowed scholarships for the
women’s basketball program,
bringing the total number of
Lady Topper Scholarships to
seven.
The Hunts made an identical gift in 2006, which enabled
Western to raise support to
endow the “starting five”
scholarships — a distinction
that is shared by just a few
top-notch women’s basketball
programs such as Tennessee,
Oklahoma and UCLA.
“Our goal for Lady Topper
basketball is to fully endow
all 15 scholarships,” Western
Athletics Director Wood Selig

said. “Mike and Belle Hunt
stepped up in a major way
to assist us in our efforts to
endow our first five, and now
they have set the stage again
for a successful effort to endow
our next five scholarships.”
Belle Hunt, a Lady Topper
fan since 1980, is excited about
the challenge.
“We’d love to get the 10
endowed scholarships,” Belle
Hunt said. “Once we reach that
goal, then we’ll work on the
next five.”
Lady Topper coach Mary
Taylor Cowles said she cannot
begin to express how grateful
the program is for the support
the Hunts have provided.
“They have been very generous with their financial support, and we are truly thankful,” she said. “As we continue
to strive toward our goal of
having 15 endowed scholarships, we appreciate the fact
that Mike and Belle believe
in our vision for Lady Topper
basketball and understand the
importance of private donations.”
– WKU Athletics
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Western committed three
in the game, while also forcing three, breaking a twogame streak in which the
team did not create any turnovers.
The Toppers have recorded 11 turnovers over the past
three contests.
“We made some good
things happen defensively,”
Elson said about the Ball
State game. “We’ve just got
to make better decisions on
offense.”
Redshirt freshman quarterback K.J. Black said that
the coaches not talking about
turnovers helped to a certain
degree, but the fault still lies
on the players during games.
Black threw three interceptions.
“I don’t think the coaches
have anything to do with us
turnover-wise,” Black said
after the Ball State game.
“It’s all on us.”
Reach Will Perkins
at sports@chherald.com.
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Savannah Thomas, Classifieds Manager

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Travel

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

All utilities PAID!
1 BR $539; 2 BR $589
3 Minutes to Campus!
Fitness/Business Center
coming Fall 2007! New
hardwood! Sparkling Pool! Now
Pre-Leasing for Winter/Spring
Semester. Call 781-5471
www.greenhavenapartments.com

Several houses: 2 bdrm 1403
Greenwood Ally $425.
3 bdrm 1301 Center $525.
3 bdrm 814 Winona $550.
2 bdrm apt. 1425 State $425.
All with Central heat and air.
Available now. 781-8307

1, 2 & 3 Bdrms.
New 21 Station Fitness
Center and Business Center.
Adjacent to WKU shuttle.
Call 842-4063 or visit
www.cameronparkapts.com

Spring Break 2008
Sell Trips, Earn Cash & Go
free. Call for Group Discounts. Best Deals Guaranteed!
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida.
800-648-4849 or

Qualified bicycle mechanic

Mid-South Paint and Design

Nat’s Outdoor Sports. 842-6211

••••••••••••••••••••

The College Heights Herald

••••••••••••••••••••

Close to WKU.
Studio apartment.
$275/mo. + deposit
& some utilities.
Call 796-7949 for more info.

••••••••••••••••••••

Nice 2 bdrm apt for rent.
Close to campus. 1328 Adams St.
$375/month. NO PETS.
Lease and deposit required.
Call 846-2397.

••••••••••••••••••••

Extra Nice Apartments
Newly REMODELED Inside
Must See To Appreciate
1359 High St.
3 Bedroom, 1 Bath Downstairs
Large Bedrooms
Hardwood Floors
Tile Kitchen & Bath
$900 month
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath Upstairs
Tile Kitchen & Bath
$500 month
Please call (270) 535-1155

••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••

Office Space for Rent
Large 1800 sq. ft.
Location: 2052 Russellville Rd.
Bowling Green, KY .
Will re-model to suit your
needs. For more information
call 270-843-8722 or
270-535-2886.

••••••••••••••••••••

For Rent

Lampkin Place
and
Hillside Apartment
communities

* One and Two Bedrooms
* Close to Campus
Call Abby, Jessica or
Shannon for more information.

••••••••••••••••••••

New Construction Houses
located near Water Park.
3 Bdrm, 2 full baths, new appliances, 2 car garage. NO PETS.
1000/mo. rent/deposit.
Phone 270-268-0825.

••••••••••••••••••••
Roommate Wanted

Roommate
Wanted
IMMEDIATELY!

NO Deposit. Fully furnished
2 bdrm. Apartment. Fitness
center, swimming pool. Only
6 months left on lease. For
more info call 760-216-3001.

••••••••••••••••••••

Pets & Animals
Having puppies or kittens??
Sell them here!
Call 745-2653
••••••••••••••••••••

Miscellaneous
782-8282
www.chandlerproperty
management.com

••••••••••••••••••••

Apartment Hunting?

Guys & Girls Haircuts $6.00
Barber College of South
Central Kentucky. 782-3261

••••••••••••••••••••

Textbooks
••••••••••••••••••••

For Sale

••••••••••••••••••••

Want

to place a

www.ststravel.com

Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading or false claims but
cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution when answering ads, especially when
asked to send money or provide credit card information.

Good mechanical aptitude a

plus. Please apply in person to

••••••••••••••••••••

is now hiring for the following

Book Flights,

Department), Page Designers,

Locally owned and operated.

Resorts, Hotels,
Golf Tee Times,
Group Rates &

Price Matching

positions: Sales (Advertising

••••••••••••••••••••

Classified Ad??

Don’t forget our deadlines to
place a classified are:
Tuesday’s Paper- 4pm Friday
Thursday’s Paper- 4pm Tuesday
Call 745-2653 for more information.
We accept cash, Visa, Mastercard & Discover.

Mon - Fri, no nights.
Qualifications include

friendliness, dependable,

interest in interior design, and
self starter. Call Kirk at

Undercover Shoppers

is a great Resume Builder!

745-2653 with any questions.

Lost & Found

deliveries, and sales.
Approx. 20 hrs. Weekdays,

an Online Assistant. The Herald

News Staff, Artists and

••••••••••••••••••••
# 1 Spring Break Website!
4 & 7 night trips to Bahama
Party Cruise, Panama City,
Acapulco, Cancun & more.
Low prices guaranteed.
Group discounts for 8+.
Book 20 people,
get 3 free trips!
Campus reps needed.
www. StudentCity.com or
call 800-293-1445.
••••••••••••••••••••

A set of keys were found in front
of Garrett. VW key plus other
keys and gadgets on the ring.
Call 745-2653 to describe and
claim.

selecting colors, greeting public,

843-0194 or come by
107 Emmett Ave.

Come by Garrett Conference Cen-

40% Commission goes to WKU

is looking for a hardworking
person to assist customers in

Feature Writers,

www.wkutravel.com

30¢ for each additional word

www.chandlerpropertymanagement.com

bike assembly and bike repair.

Spring Break 2008

$6.00 for the first 15 words

Call Today 270-782-8282 or visit

with previous experience in

ter Room 122 to apply or call

••••••••••••••••••••

Movie Extras.
New opportunities for
upcoming productions.
All looks needed no experience
required for cast calls.
Call 877- 218- 6224

••••••••••••••••••••

Earn up to $150 per day.

Undercover Shoppers needed
to judge retail and dining
establishments. Exp. Not RE.
Call 800-722-4791

••••••••••••••••••••

Earn $800-$3200 a month
to drive brand new cars
with ads placed on them.
Please visit
www.adcarreps.com

••••••••••••••••••••

NOW
HIRING

Bowling Green’s
destination for
good food & fun
is now hiring
Servers & Hosts.
Apply in person
2500 Scottsville Rd.
Across from
Greenwood Mall

The deadline

••••••••••••••••••••

Energetic, capable
Service and Kitchen staff
for a fast-paced environment. If you are ready for
a challenging opportunity,
we are now accepting
applications at 1780
Scottsville Road. EOE

Oct. 25th
Oct. 22nd at 4pm

for the

paper will be on

Publisher’s Notice: All real estate advertised in this newspaper is subject to the Fair Housing Act of 1968
which makes it illegal to advertise “any preference, limitation, or discrimination based on race, color,
religion, sex, or national origin, handicapped status, families with children, or any intention to make such a
preference, limitation or discrimination.” This newspaper will not knowingly accept any advertising for real
estate which is in violation of the law. Our readers are hereby informed that all dwellings advertised in this
newspaper are available on an equal opportunity basis. Please notify the Fair Housing Council at
502-583-3247 or 1-800-558-3247 if you feel there has been a violation.

▼

INSIDE
Volleyball

t

Lady Tops make Louisiana
swing. Page 8A

Club Roundup

This weekend the Western
Women’s Lacrosse club lost to
Vanderbilt 18-1 at Vanderbilt.
They will continue play this
weekend against Centre
College at 1 p.m. Sunday at the
Hattie L. Preston Intramural
Complex.
Women’s Rugby defeated
Sewanee 31-15 at Sewanee.
The team welcomes Middle
Tennessee State for an 11 a.m.
contest on Saturday.
The Western Ultimate
Frisbee club placed 16th out
of 30 teams at the Sensei
Ultimate Network tournament
in Naperville, Ill., this weekend.
The Western women’s field
hockey club plays Tennessee
at 3 p.m. Sunday at the Preston
Intramural Complex.
       – WKU Sports Clubs

▼

EVENTS
Tomorrow

Volleyball at LouisianaLafayette, 7 p.m.

▼

Women’s Soccer at
Louisiana-Monroe, 3 p.m.

Saturday

Volleyball at New Orleans,
5 p.m.

Sports

www.wkuherald.com

WOMEN’S SOCCER

Freshsuccess
Young players adjust well
to collegiate play
CHRIS ACREE
Herald reporter
When is a freshman not a freshman?
That is the question Coach Jason
Neidell said he has to ask himself
when looking at his team.
“A surprising thing is that I don’t
really think of the freshmen as freshmen anymore,” Neidell said. “At this
point in the season they’ve adjusted
so well to the college game and to the
team that I don’t necessarily make
that distinction anymore.”
Out of the 11 players who have
scored for the Lady Toppers this season, five have been freshmen. All but
one of those freshmen have scored
multiple goals during the season.
Freshmen forwards Mallory
Outerbridge and Amanda Buechel
are tied for the most goals scored on
the team this season, joining junior
forward Kristin Cocchiarella with six
goals each.
Outerbridge, the first international player in the program’s history,
is also the team leader in points,
shots and shots on goal. She scored
a goal in her first collegiate match
against Georgetown (Ky.) College
on Aug. 31.
Outerbridge has also performed
in clutch situations. She scored the
game-winning goal in a double-overtime match against South Alabama
on Oct. 7.
See FRESH,

Football at Indiana State,
1 p.m.
Men’s Soccer at Drake,
7 p.m.

Thursday, October 18, 2007
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky
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MEN’S SOCCER

FOOTBALL

Almost home:
Tops to end road
trip at Indiana State

Men’s Golf at the Mason
Rudolph Intercollegiate,
Franklin, Tenn.

▼

Softball at Tennessee Fall
Tournament, Knoxville,
Tenn.

Sunday

Women’s Soccer at
Louisiana-Lafayette, 1 p.m.
Volleyball at LouisianaMonroe, 1 p.m.
Men’s Golf at Mason
Rudolph Intercollegiate,
Franklin, Tenn.

▼

Softball at Tennessee Fall
Tournament

Monday

Women’s Golf at F&M
Bank APSU Invitational,
Clarksville, Tenn.
Men’s Golf at Mason
Rudolph Intercollegiate,
Franklin, Tenn.

CONTACT
Sports Editor
DAVID HARTEN:
sports@chherald.com
Photo Editor
EVAN SISLEY:
photo@chherald.com

Boyd said Bear inspires not
only players, but the coaches
and fans, too.
After three consecutive
“You look up the word
games on the road, Western ‘toughness’ and you’re going
can see the light at the end of to see Dusty Bear’s picture
the tunnel.
in the dictionary,” head coach
After competing against David Elson said. “... (His
three straight Football Bowl injury) is unfortunate because
Subdivision (formally Div. he’s one of our best players
I-A) programs, the Toppers and one of our best leaders.”
(3-3) will play Football
Western will play an Indiana
Championship Subdivision State team that is in the middle
(formally Div. I-AA) affiliate of a transition. The Sycamore
Indiana State (0-7) at 1 p.m. coaching staff saw a change
Saturday in Terre Haute, Ind.
when head coach Lou West (1The contest will be the 26) was fired four games into
Toppers’ last road game before the season. Dennis Raetz has
returning home next
taken the helm as
week for their first
interim head coach.
game in Houchens
The Sycamores’
Industries-L.T.
defense has given
Smith Stadium since
up more than 50
early September.
points in four of its
Western
will
seven games this
compete without
season.
senior linebacker
“We’ll approach
Dusty Bear.
this game just like
Bear suffered an
any other game,”
Dusty Bear
ankle injury from
senior defensive
an out-of-bounds late hit after lineman Chris Walker said.
intercepting a pass against Ball “Like we are playing Florida,
State last Saturday. Elson said Bowling Green (State) or Ball
while X-rays showed no bro- State. They’re another football
ken bones, there is no official team just like us.”
diagnosis on the extent of the
Because the Sycamores cominjury.
pete in the Gateway Conference,
Bear has collected 15 solo the Toppers have faced them
tackles this season and assisted periodically in recent years.
in 15 more, with six tackles for Western holds a 13-5-1 edge in
losses and two sacks.
the overall series.
“He’s a senior, he’s the
In preparation for Ball State
spark,” sophomore linebacker last Saturday, Elson said the
Blake Boyd said after the Ball coaches would not talk about
State game. “He gets everybody turnovers in an attempt to
going. If the offense is down, combat them.
you’ll know he’ll run down
there and get them all up.”
See HOME, page 9A
WILL PERKINS
Herald reporter

DANIEL HOUGHTON/Herald

Western freshman Blake Wilson darts past Creighton’s Jeremy Wittig during last night’s game.
Western lost the game 2-1 after Creighton scored two goals in the final 10 minutes.

Late-game goals doom Tops
RYAN CAREY
Herald reporter
It took just 6:33 last night
for a win to turn into a loss for
Western.
The Toppers (1-9-4, 0-2-1
Missouri Valley Conference)
surrendered two goals in that
amount of time in the final 10
minutes of the second half, dropping a 2-1 decision to No.10
Creighton (7-1-3, 2-0-1 MVC).
“We had our moments,” sophomore goalkeeper Pat Rickman
said. “We dominated them, they
dominated us; it was a regular
Division I soccer game.”
Western got out to an early
lead in the first half when freshmen midfielder Glen Marshall
scored the first goal of his collegiate career.
“I knew that if I just stayed
confident and put a lot of pressure on the defense I could
score,” Marshall said.
Coach David Holmes said
the fact that Creighton was
ranked 10th in the nation had

little effect on the Toppers.
“Honest to goodness, in our
conference it doesn’t matter
who’s who or how you spell
the name of a team,” Holmes
said. “When Creighton comes
in here, it doesn’t matter what
they’re ranked. It’s an even
game.”
Going into halftime the
Toppers felt confident they
were taking the right steps to
secure their first win in the
conference, Rickman said.
“The guys were really
enthusiastic,” he said. “It was
a real good goal for us and it
was a big morale booster for
our offense.”
The second half proved to
be an intense match.
Western continued to be
aggressive and go after more
goals, out-shooting Creighton
6-5 in the second half.
“For them to be No.10 in
the nation, we basically held
the led the game until the 80th
minute,” Rickman said. “That’s
not bad.”

Holmes is looking forward
to another chance to play the
Creighton team in the conference tournament if they can get
there. But he also understands
that in order to get there, the
team needs to do some things
differently.
“For us to get into the tournament we’re going to have to
get one on the road,” Holmes
said. “This team is good
enough to beat anybody if we
get into the conference tournament and that’s the challenge
right now.”
The Toppers will try to get
that road win this weekend
when they travel to Drake (83-3, 1-0-1 MVC) for a 7 p.m.
matchup on Saturday at the
Cownie Soccer Complex.
The Bulldogs have scored
31 goals this season.
“Our goal is to go on the
road and beat a very good
Drake team,” Holmes said.
Reach Ryan Carey
at sports@chherald.com.

▼

INSIDE
Bowling
Greener

▼

Students take action
to improve environment
page 6B

Diversions
WHAT’S YOUR

Write on

▼

Students write letters to
raise money for St. Jude
page 2B

Fashion genres fit students’ personalities

Chess mates

Every season brings new fashion trends. Whether
it was the poodle skirts of the 1950s or the parachute
pants of the 1990s — being stylishly dressed was a
must.
Now times have come full circle; with a few alterations on the side. Below are some new, revamped,
popular and unique styles popping up around campus.

▼

Professor linked to
legendary chess master,
Bobby Fischer page 4B

For the love

Workers and volunteers
help community through
the Red Cross page 6B

Scene Style

Anime Style

‘‘

Cincinnati freshman Mindy Weiss loves to wear
goggles to class. She likes to dress in the cartoonish
style known as anime.
Anime style is very colorful, Weiss said. It includes
wearing scarves, long knee-high socks, goggles and
bright and bold makeup.
Anime-inspired fashion is not as far-fetched as
some may think. Many American brands, such as Stila
and Goldie, include brightly-colored makeup pallets,
influenced by “Sailor Moon” and other anime cartoons,
reported www.Style.com.
“I remember watching the cartoons as a kid and I
wanted to wear the same thing,” Weiss said.

“I wanted to get into
doing something that
helped and saved
peoples lives.”
Karen Curtis
American Red Cross
page 6B

www.wkuherald.com

STYLE

HEATHER RYAN
Herald reporter

QUOTABLE

Thursday, October 18, 2007
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky

Owensboro freshman Jake Conder’s bangs cover
half of his face. They’re dyed jet black with splashes of
blond intertwined. He also sports facial piercings, tight
jeans and a choppy haircut.
Conder’s look is called scene.
Local and mainstream bands and their venues have
often been the source of this fashion trend.
People who dress in scene style usually sport tattoos, piercings, choppy haircuts, form-fitting jeans and
band shirts. Some may also refer to this look as “emo,”
according to www.urbandictionary.com.
However, Conder doesn’t consider his style “emo”
because of the negative connotation that comes with it.
He said it can be considered an up-and-coming
fashion trend, but he doesn’t plan on giving his style up
anytime soon.
See STYLE,

page

7B

“I study with a lot
of loud stuff going
— it helps me
concentrate.”
Andre Farrell
Louisville freshman
page 3B

“I think it has a
significant impact
on the community.
For instance, it draws
people in from the
surrounding areas
and gives them a
chance to experience
something different.”

Anime

Colorful and creative.
Based on Japaneseinfluenced cartoons.

David Lee
Potter College Dean
page 3B

SCENE

ALEX SLITZ/Herald

Heavily influenced by
music. Piercings,
tattoos & lots of black.
EVAN SISLEY/Herald

‘‘

“He’d broken the law,
but he didn’t care.”

Wieb Vandermeer
Professor of physics
and astronomy
page 4B

COLUMN

Hanson concert offers memorable moments
That’s What She Said
Heather Ryan

CONTACT
Feature Editor
STEPHANIE KEENE
Features Assistant
NINA BOSKEN
(270) 745-6291

Driving to Louisville this
weekend while blasting Third
Eye Blind, I became increasingly excited about seeing a
band I once obsessed over in
the late ‘90s — Hanson.
Before you laugh so hard
you have to turn the page, hear
me out.
I was looking forward to
seeing the trio of brothers, but I
wasn’t giddy. I’m not the same
12-year-old, Taylor Hansonloving, “MmmBop”-singing
kid that I was when I saw
them in 1998 at the Starwood
Amphitheater in Nashville. It

wasn’t anything like that.
I honestly thought it’d be
a great time to have a couple
drinks with my friends, sit in
the back of the bar and enjoy
the nostalgia of it all.
Boy, did I get more than I
bargained for.
Not only did I not sit in the
back, but I did become that
12-year-old all over again. I
was in the middle of the crowd
singing about “1,440 hours in
my day” and bouncing up and
down with my friends, just like
I had almost 10 years ago.
Who would’ve thought my

life would’ve come full circle at
a Hanson concert? Not me.
At that moment, I felt I was
in the exact place I needed to
be — with the friends I love,
enjoying a moment in time
we’d remember forever.
I was desperately trying to
be like Journey and “hold onto
that feeling.”
I guess what I’m getting at
is that it’s nice when something unexpected comes along
and reminds you that your life
is good. With all the ups and
downs we experience on this
roller coaster we call college,
it’s hard to remember that
we belong here. This is our
moment. This is our life.
It is said that who we are
now is molded by what we have

experienced in the past.
It’s unfathomable to me to
think that the era of my life
when I used to carry Hanson’s
“Middle of Nowhere” album
on the bus and have all my
friends over to make dances
up to “Spice World” would be
haunting me at the age of 21.
But here I am, learning from
it and bonding over it with the
best of friends.
Then again, people say college is what makes you who you
really are. I can’t help but beg
the question — will I be reminiscing over this Hanson-filled
experience 10 years later?
Who knows? It seems probable.
Whether it be a Hanson concert or any other event that

reminds you who you are,
where you’ve come from and
where you’re going, I think
it’s important to take it all in.
Engulf yourself in it.
You never know when life
is going to knock on your door,
smack you in the face and force
you to remember.
It’s easy to get lost in the
busy lives we all have. It’s
really easy to define ourselves
more by the busyness of those
lives than the people we are
inside.
Maybe all it takes is an
unexpected Hanson concert
to remind us how good things
really can be.

Reach Heather Ryan
at diversions@chherald.com.
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Student letter-writing campaign
to raise money for St. Jude
approximate number of
patients seen at St. Jude
yearly. Most are treated on a continuing outpatient basis as part of ongoing
research programs.
St. Jude pays for any services not covered
by insurance, and those without insurance
are never asked to pay.
The hospital’s operating costs are primarily covered by public contributions.

35

percentage of active patients who
were enrolled in a leukemia/lymphoma protocol in 2005.

24

percentage of active patients who
were followed by solid tumor service in 2005.

15

2005.

percentage of active patients
enrolled in hematological studies in

8

percentage of active patients who
were enrolled in infectious disease or
immunology studies in 2005.

225

approximate number of children
from across the United States
and more than 70 foreign countries who
were seen daily at St. Jude in 2005.

104
113
127

children who completed chemotherapy treatment in 2005.
children who completed remission in 2005.
bone marrow transplants performed in 2005.

Source: http://www.stjude.org

If you go:
▼

WHAT: The letter writing
campaign continues today.

▼

ERIC BATEMAN/Herald

Frankfort sophomore Jessica VanWinkle shares a laugh with friends while writing letters to raise
money for St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital. Writing letters is part of the annual student-led Up
‘til Dawn fundraiser hosted by more than 180 campuses nationwide to benefit the children of St. Jude.

Pens were moving rapidly, and paper was rustling.
People focused closely as they wrote letters and
filled out envelopes. Stacks of letters filled tables.
Letter writing began yesterday for Up ‘til Dawn to
raise money for St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital.
During the event, students and faculty write letters
to family and friends asking for donations to St. Jude,
said Amanda Phillips, assistant director of leadership
and volunteerism.
The nationwide program started at Western in
2000, Phillips said.
The amount of money Western raises has increased
each year, she said. Western raised $106,000 last year,
ranking third in the nation.
More than 1,000 students participate each year.
This year’s goal is 30,000 letters, Phillips said.
The event extends beyond people on campus to include
community members, said Lexington junior Erin Haga,
advocacy chairwoman for Western’s Up ‘til Dawn.
Haga’s role includes getting organizations to participate in the letter writing and reminding people why
they’re doing it.
She got involved after attending an event for Up
‘til Dawn during her freshman year. She has visited
St. Jude with the group and said it was rewarding to
see the kids who were helped by the money she helped
raise.
She plans to write at least 50 letters.
“I hope I can make a difference in one person’s
life,” she said.
Many students represent organizations when they
participate.
Bowling Green senior Allison Henry wrote letters
for her sorority, Chi Omega. She has participated for
the past three years.
She said she enjoys the event because it helps bring
in money for St. Jude.
Franklin junior Dana Adams wrote letters for
Habitat for Humanity. She wrote 10 letters last year,
but this year she plans to write 50.
“I want to be able to help out,” she said. “I can’t
always volunteer directly, but they always need funds.”
The response is overwhelming from the letters that
are sent, and participants are making a difference,
Adams said.
Even if everyone who receives a letter only gives
a dollar, it adds up to a significant amount of money
because of the large number of letters sent, she said.
Letter writing continues today at RedZone from
noon until 8 p.m.

4,700

WHEN: Noon until 8 p.m.

▼

LAUREL WILSON
Herald reporter

WHERE: RedZone

Reach Laurel Wilson at news@chherald.com.
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ACADEMICS

Study spaces triple in use
from students since last fall
KRISTEN LAWRENCE
Herald reporter

C Y
M K

“They are all really
good musicians
and it’s amazing
what sounds can
come out of that
instrument.”
— Matt Wood
Brownsville junior
The kora was once used to
celebrate times of joy with his
people. Now he wants to spread
it to the world, he said.
Diabate has been playing
with his band for about six
years.
He enjoys musical styles
played with talent, he said.
He said he respects all musi-

cians who put their all into
their instrument, and he loves
folk, blues, jazz, bluegrass and
reggae.
Johnston Njoku, an associate
folk studies professor, attended
the concert. He said Diabate
was one of the top-five kora
players in the world.
Brownsville junior Matt
Wood said the event was good
for the community because
people can hear something
that isn’t normally heard in
the area.
“They are all really good
musicians and it’s amazing
what sounds can come out of
that instrument,” Wood said.
The kora is one of the richest and most beautiful instruments to hear, Njoku said.
Louisville freshman Derrick
Johnson thought more people
would have attended if students
were more familiar with the
music.
“It would be different if
people actually knew what the
music sounded like,” he said.
Doerner said she had wanted to listen to Diabate’s album
before the concert, but is glad
she didn’t, because the experience was worth more than
words.
“I was blown away by the
performance,” she said.

want, but the material studied
is also key.
“I see a lot of students who
come in for appointments and
the only thing they have done
is taken notes, not read the
textbook,” she said. “But in a
lot of classes, notes are only
an outline. The teacher might
not mention that reading the
textbook is necessary, but in a
lot of cases it is.”
Ellen Bonaguro, director of
the Academic Advising and
Retention Center, said more
students have been taking
advantage of the study spaces
provided through the AARC,
including The Learning
Center.
“Last year, we tutored 3,500
and had over 17,000 visits,”
she said.
Bonaguro said the number of students tutored has
tripled since last fall. Minor
repairs were needed to facilities because of wear and tear
the increasing number of visits
caused.
“We had to have our screws
tightened on our chairs over
fall break,” she said. “I’m
already looking for new chairs
for the computer lab.”
Reach Kristen Lawrence
at diversions@chherald.com.

Study tips for the those in need
Take notes in class.
If your professor takes
the time to lecture on
it, chances are it’s
important.

Read the assigned
material. Just because
you may not discuss it
in class doesn’t mean
that it won’t show up
on tests.

Use study groups.
Being around others
will help you.

▼

bass player, a xylophone player
and a percussionist.
He said his songs had messages about happiness, peace
and love for fellow man.
He said the kora is a spiritual
instrument, one that is used to
spread a message to the world
about peace.
“I enjoy playing it, because I
feel I work it,” he said.

instrumental music. Currently,
no music is played there.
“When there are only a
few students in the common
area, any small noise interruption can be very distracting,”
she said. “Background music
would help drown interruptions out.”
Unlike Farrell, Glasgow
senior Brandon Strother needs
absolute silence and near isolation when he studies.
He said he struggles understanding textbooks and needs
quiet to read and work out
problems.
Strother usually studies in
Grise Hall because he said he
doesn’t get distracted there.
He also tries to study ahead of
time for tests, usually two days
in advance.
Louisville junior Katie
Parker is a fan of cramming.
She admits she likes to wait
until the night before to study.
“I just read it over and over
and over, and just memorize it,
which kind of sucks because
when the test is over you just
forget it,” she said. “I study
the night before, but if I studied prior to that I’d probably
remember it longer.”
Murray said that noise and
time management play a vital
role in getting the grade you

▼

African musician kicks off
Cultural Enhancement Series

On the third floor of the
Downing University Center,
students can be found scattered and silent amid the long,
square tables of The Learning
Center.
Their eyes scan over papers.
Some stare off into space as if
the answers they are seeking
are written on the wall.
These students are fulfilling
the need most scholars have to
feed in order to be successful:
the need to study.
Students have various ways
they study for tests and retain
information they learned in
class. Also, more students are
using designated study areas,
such as The Learning Center.
Louisville freshman Andre
Farrell has a unique method
that helps him concentrate
when studying — noise.
“I study with a lot of loud
stuff going — it helps me concentrate,” he said. “I tune out
everything. If it was silent, I
think it’d be a lot harder to
concentrate.”
Learning Center tutor Beth
Murray said she believes that
The Learning Center should
start playing nonintrusive

▼

PHOTO BY ALEXANDER FORTSON

Mamadou Diabate plays in front of students at Van Meter auditorium Tuesday evening. Diabate’s
concert was the first of this year’s four Cultural Enhancement Series.

Amid thunderous applause,
Mamadou Diabate played
a musical duel between himself and his percussionist,
Eblkegea.
The crowd followed along
with the beats on Tuesday night
as Diabate, a musician from
Mali, Africa, played the kora,
(an instrument that resembles a
flamenco guitar and sounds like
a harp), and Eblkegea played
drums.
Diabate’s concert started the 11th annual Cultural
Enhancement Series hosted by
Potter College. The series consists of four free events this
school year.
About 600 people attended
the event said Mina Doerner,
assistant to the dean of Potter
College.
One of the purposes of the
Cultural Enhancement Series is
to bring international and intellectual people to Western, Potter
College Dean David Lee said.
“I think it has a significant
impact on the community,” Lee
said. “For instance, it draws
people in from the surrounding
areas and gives them a chance
to experience something different.”
Diabate took the stage with
his backup band, consisting of a
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Reach Eric Isbell
at diversions@chherald.com.
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Concert aims to support small businesses Chess tournament

Tenn.
ing the concert. But she’s more
This is the first year for
concerned with letting people
If you go:
Oktoberfest, which will be
know about the struggles of
hosted by Kaleidoscope, but
all small business owners, she
WHAT: Oktoberfest is a benMusicians, poets and regular event organizers plan on maksaid.
efit
concert
for
Bread
&
Bagel
customers of Bread & Bagel ing the event annual.
The Weiskirchers have
will gather Sunday to support
The event will focus on a
almost lost the business and
WHEN: 1 to 10p.m. Sunday
the locally owned bakery and different local business each
their house, she said. They
restaurant.
year, Spence said.
keep the business open because it
WHERE: Fountain Square Park
The
benefit
concert,
Organizers want Bowling
is important to community memOktoberfest, will be from 1 to 10 Green residents and Western
bers.
p.m. in Fountain Square Park.
DETAILS: This event is free.
students to understand that
“You walk in the door, and
The event will raise awareness money spent at a local business
Donations are accepted. There
you feel like the world gets
of the struggle of small, locally goes back into the community,
smaller,” she said. “The comwill be 11 bands that regularly
owned businesses and why resi- said Teresa Christmas, an art
munity needed a place like
perform at Bread & Bagel
that.”
dents should support them, said teacher at Cumberland Trace
Christmas said college stuEmily Spence, an employee of Elementary.
Weiskircher said she and her
Owner
Kimberly husband reduced all possible dents appreciate and support
Bread & Bagel. It will also raise
Weiskircher said she and her business expenses and were able Bread & Bagel because they get
money for Bread & Bagel.
Eleven local bands, including husband bought Bread & Bagel to get the debt down some, but to make it their own.
They get to listen to and perform
the Kentucky String Strutters about three-and-a-half years they still struggle with tax debt.
She said the event organiz- music and poetry they love there,
and Muadvelice, will perform. ago. They were not aware of the
ers, which include employees she said.
Poet Bonny McDonald will debt it had already acquired.
“We
looked
up,
and
we
were
and regular performers at Bread
speak between sets about supin debt up to our eyeballs,” she & Bagel, are accepting dona- Reach Christina Howerton
porting
local
businesses,
said
WKU Adrenaline Ad 9/21/07 12:44 PM Page 1 Ken Bickel Brown Disk 74.5: HH664ME/Army ROTC Ads:WKU Adrenaline
tions for Bread & Bagel dur- at news@chherald.com.
Spence, a senior from Memphis, said.

to feature math
professor’s work

▼

▼

▼

▼

CHRISTINA HOWERTON
Herald reporter

HOLLY BROWN
Herald reporter
Western’s chess community
will celebrate an internationally important, if controversial, augmentation to the game
Saturday.
Physics and Astronomy
Professor Wieb Van Der Meer
is organizing a Chess960 tournament, a game invented by former world champion chess playAd:
er Bobby Fischer with the assistance of Assistant Mathematics
Professor David Benko.
The tournament will take
place in Garrett Center, Room
100, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Registration will be from 8 a.m.
to 8:45 a.m.
The most important of
Fischer’s contributions to the
game, Van Der Meer said,
is Chess960, also known as
Fischer Random.
The rules of play in Chess960
are the same as regular chess,
but the starting position of the
back row is randomized within
the limits of three rules: the
king must be placed between
the rooks, one bishop must be
on a black square and one on a
white and the white pieces must
mirror the black pieces.
Benko explained those rules
while describing his connection
to Chess960.
“I heard this idea from Bobby
Fischer, and he asked me to calculate the number of starting
positions,” Benko said.
Benko met Fischer a few
times while he lived in Hungary,
the mathematician’s home country, and also through his father,
Pal Benko.
Pal
Benko,
according
to David Benko’s Web site,
is an International Chess
Grandmaster, and has twice
been candidate for the World
Championship and finished in
the top eight in the U.S. Open
Chess Championship.
The site includes a link to
www.thehungarypage.com,
which lists Pal Benko in the
“famous” category.
“One of Benko’s most valuable gifts to American chess
is nearly forgotten today,” the
site says. “At the request of
Ed Edmondson in 1970, Benko
agreed to give up the slot he
had earned in the Interzonal
tournament to free up a place
for Bobby Fischer. This generous act gave Fischer the chance
he needed to advance to the
world championship, a chance
he made the most of.”
Two years later, Fischer
defeated Boris Spassky for
the world championship, after

receiving a call from former Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger saying “Bobby,
you’ve got to beat the Russians
for us,” Van Der Meer said.
“Before 1972, the former
Soviet Union players dominated
chess,” Van Der Meer said.
But he forfeited the title
when he refused to defend it
three years later, and the controversy began.
“First of all, Bobby Fischer
is a chess hero, but he’s also
completely nuts,” Van Der
Meer said.
“It’s a little funny to celebrate
that 35 years ago he became the
world champion when the guy’s
nuts; but he invented a few
things that are very important.”
He currently lives in Iceland,
where he was given refugee
status and made a citizen, Van
Der Meer said.
According to an article in the
September issue of Chess Life,
Fischer was indicted for violating an executive order signed by
President George H.W. Bush,
when he competed in a tournament in Yugoslavia while it was
under an embargo for human
rights violations.
“He’d broken the law, but
he didn’t care,” Van Der Meer
said.
He pushed the federal government past its boiling point again
when, on Sept. 11, 2001, he
ranted on a radio show condoning the terrorist attacks calling
for the downfall of the United
States, reports Chess Life.
Even so, Chess960 continues to gain notoriety across the
globe.
“Bobby Fischer played a
game amongst the best ever
played, so no one should stop
playing the game because his
character is questionable,” math
professor Mark Lawrence said.
Lawrence is rated as a master
player with the United States
Chess Federation and will play
in the tournament. He has also
been coaching students of the
Academy for Math and Science
in Kentucky in chess, many of
whom will compete.
He said that the randomized
starting positions level the playing field between players who
have studied and memorized
strategies and those who are
capable of strategic thought but
have little experience.
“In a normal tournament with
the people playing, I would feel
certain to win,” said Lawrence.
“This way, I don’t know what’s
going to happen.”
Reach Holly Brown
at news@chherald.com.
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counseling psychology, has
been a member of Western’s
faculty since 1974. From 1986
to 2006, he was director of the
counseling center.
Greer is an optional retiree teaching four
courses in the psychology department.
The ombuds
officer would not
actively
mediate situations, but
would serve as an
objective counselor and help parties
come to appropriate solutions for
their problems.
Although the
ombuds officer is available to
offer an objective perspective

on issues of concern, the role
doesn’t replace existing policies for conflict or grievance
resolution.
“I will be happy to do that
because it’s a good way to
serve the university, faculty, staff
and all,” Greer
said.
The Ombuds
officer isn’t a fulltime position, and
Greer will continue his teaching
schedule,
Ransdell said.
Western officials have been
searching
for
someone to fill
the position of ombuds officer
since early fall.

The position of
ombuds officer
is to serve as
a counselor
for faculty and
staff who have
conflicts or
grievances.

Ransdell said he hopes that
Greer will provide objective,
insightful information to faculty and staff with employment
concerns.
Staff Council has been
wanting someone for this position for a while, Staff Council
Chairwoman Angela Robertson
said.
Robertson said she hopes
the new position will succeed,
even though it’s too early to
tell.
“Hopefully, the way it’s
set up, it will succeed,” she
said. “If it doesn’t succeed,
I hope it doesn’t deter the
president from having an
ombudsman.”
Reach the reporters
at news@chherald.com.

t

Greer chosen as first ombuds officer

Employees of Western will
have someone to tell their grievances beginning on Jan. 1.
President Gary Ransdell
appointed Richard Greer as
Western’s first ombuds officer
yesterday. He sent an e-mail to
notify faculty and staff.
The position of ombuds officer is to serve as a counselor
for faculty and staff who have
conflicts or grievances with
their co-workers.
Greer was chosen from 21
people nominated for the position. Thirty-one members of
Western’s faculty and staff
made nominations, Ransdell
wrote in the e-mail.
Greer, whose discipline is
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All computer systems that
originate in the Mass Media and
Technology Hall Data Center
will be unavailable from 9 a.m.
until 2 p.m. Saturday.
Systems that will be inaccessible include Blackboard,
Banner Forms, TopNet, e-mail,
Western’s Web site and all Web
sites on its server, Novell and
ASA Reports Server.
Labs in MMTH will be
closed from 8 a.m. until 4 p.m.
Helm computer lab will not
open until 4 p.m.
Internet access will be maintained as long as possible, but
cannot be guaranteed.
The power outage is necessary to rework overhead lines
needed for the new Health
Services building.
— Laurel Wilson

Service provided by AT&T Mobility. ©2007 AT&T Knowledge Ventures. All rights reserved. AT&T and the AT&T logo are trademarks of AT&T Knowledge Ventures and/or AT&T affiliated companies.
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Computer systems to be
unavailable Saturday
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CAMPUS LIFE

Red Cross gives volunteers
chance to help community
load, however, extends past
blood drives. They also try to
take care of the needs of families all across the region.
Some of the things they do within the community are making
doctor appointments for those
who are not capable, setting up
food pantries for the needy and
assisting with victims of natural
disasters.
In the case of fires, Durie
said that the response is fast.
They are well prepared with
clothes to give to the victims, as
well as being there to help the
families who have lost everything get back on their feet.
Capps said that there are volunteers ready around the clock
with the necessary provisions.
“Eveerything is given free, and
all the items (clothing, shoes,
ect.) are donated,” Capps said,
“We don’t turn anyone away.”
Reach Eric Isbell
at diversions@chherald.com.

Red Cross in 2006

▼

▼

▼

▼

More than one million
people made their first blood
donation.
There were more than 3.7
million blood donations.
More than half the U.S.
population was eligible to
donate blood, but only 5 percent did.
One pint of blood can save
up to three lives.
The number of donors under
25 increased by 3 percent.
The number of donors over
55 increased by 4 percent.

▼

LUKE SHARRETT/Herald

Emily Martin, a junior nursing major from Boston, Ky., gives blood to the Red Cross in the Garrett
Ballroom on Wednesday. “Its something my entire family does,” Martin said.

Western alumna Jennifer
Capps doesn’t make a lot of
money, but it doesn’t bother
her a bit.
She is more concerned about
a sense of self-satisfaction.
Capps works for the
American Red Cross, a nonprofit organization.
She is the executive director
of the Bowling Green chapter
of the Red Cross, which helps
prepare communities for emergencies.
The Red Cross has a foundational set of values, which are
universal throughout the organization. Its core values include
accountability, collaboration,
commitment to results, trustworthiness and humanitarianism.
The Bowling Green chapter
of the Red Cross was founded in 1917. Capps has worked
there since December of 2006.
Capps admits that working
for the nonprofit organization
doesn’t pay well, but knowing
that she is helping others is all
she really needs.
Capps, along with other Red
Cross workers and volunteers,
works extensive hours to assure
the community will not fall into
any preventable form of chaos,
she said.
Workers and volunteers
of the Red Cross often have
extended work hours, because
they host classes for the community. Classes range from
CPR training to tactics to handling emergency situations.
Capps also said that they are
often called into businesses to
host demonstrations on what
to do in case of an emergency

evacuation. 		
Sharon Durie also works at
the Red Cross, but as a volunteer.
She said she sometimes
works 18-hour shifts, but her
extensive work schedule doesn’t
phase her.
Durie said that it’s not
uncommon for her or other Red
Cross employees to work 50 or
more hours per week when it
gets hectic at the office.
“Its more blessed to give
than to receive” she said.
Durie has worked at various
nonprofit organizations across
the country since 1982.
She has always had a passion
to help others in need, and knew
the Red Cross was a great place
for her to work while still helping others, she said.
Karen Curtis, the director of
all blood drives in the surrounding area, works for the Red
Cross because of her compassion for others.
“To know that I am helping
people is worth more than any
amount of money,” Curtis said.
A blood drive took place earlier this week on campus, and
Curtis’s time was spent recruiting more people to donate
blood.
She also passed out informational brochures about the Red
Cross, explained what the Red
Cross does and answered questions about who could donate
blood and the restrictions for
potential donors.
“I wanted to get into doing
something that helped and saved
peoples lives,” she said.
Curtis has worked for the
Red Cross for about a year and a
half, primarily organizing blood
drives in the surrounding areas.
Capps’ and Durie’s work-

▼

ERIC ISBELL
Herald reporter

Source: http://www.redcross.
org/pubs/car06/Annual_
Report.PDF

CAMPUS LIFE

DANIEL HOUGHTON/Herald

CLEARANCE

Sara Ferguson, a sophomore
from Springfield, Tenn.,
is the vice president of
GreenToppers, the
organization that promotes
sustainability on campus.

Western students advocate
sustainability on campus
JILL ERWIN
Herald reporter
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Preservation of the environment has become an important topic to some students on
campus.
Ellen Hagan’s passion for
conservation began in her
hometown.
Recycling, returning bags
and riding bikes became second
nature to Hagan, a senior from
Eugene, Ore.
She now rides her bike around
campus to help the environment
instead of emitting fumes into
the air by driving a car.
Hagan said that growing up
in the Northwest exposed her
to a lifestyle of “saving what
you can to make the world a
healthier place.”
She has concerns for the
environment and wants students
to do everything they can in
order to help save it.
Environmental preservation
became a passion for Hagan
when she began driving a gaspowered vehicle. It made her
more aware of the harm it can do
to the environment.
“When I started driving my
sophomore year, I changed my
mind about how to save the
atmosphere. That’s when I rode
my bike to the places I needed
to go,” she said.
Sara Ferguson, a sophomore
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from Springfield, Tenn., and vice
president of GreenToppers, said
she does small things to make a
difference in the environment.
Like Hagan, she is concerned
about the future of the earth
because of a lack of interest in
sustainability for some students.
Ferguson recycles and keeps
her house thermostat on 70
degrees or above in the summer to save energy. Along with
those efforts, she also keeps the
lights off and uses a motiondetecting light outside, so it
doesn’t stay on all night.
Both Hagan and Ferguson
want to improve sustainability, the preservation of natural
resources to ensure longevity, in Bowling Green and on
Western’s campus.
To do her part in improving
the environment, Hagan started a bike lending committee
through GreenToppers.
She wants Bowling Green to
resemble her hometown, where
there are several miles of bike
paths though the town.
Hagan takes abandoned bikes
and recycles them for better use.
She repairs them to promote
riding bikes on campus rather
than driving.
So far, she has salvaged eight
bikes.
Hagan, along with other
members of GreenToppers,
plan to rent the recycled bikes

CYAN MEGENTA YELLOW BLACK

to students for a small fee.
“The point is recycling
something,” she said. “I could
have bought all new bikes, but
by reusing them, we are saving
money and products. This town
can be bicycle-friendly, we just
need more bike riders.”
Ferguson said getting
involved in GreenToppers can
help people become aware of
environmental issues.
“Our main objective is to
make our campus more sustainable through projects by our
members,” she said. “We try to
make students more aware of
what they can do personally to
help the environment. We push
for the attempt to live off natural
resources without compromising or depleting the resources of
future generations.”
GreenToppers
founder
and president Christian RyanDowning said that the small steps
students take now to improve the
environment make a difference.
“I know it’s cliche, but
reduce, reuse and recycle,” she
said. “Manufacturing and packaging have huge environmental
effects. Buy minimal packaging
and buy local. Walk or ride your
bike. Leave your car at home
and turn off your lights. Those
are easy things.”
Reach Jill Erwin
at diversions@chherald.com.
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MOD Style

Mod — it’s not only hitting fashion runways and the red carpet,
but Western’s campus as well.
This ‘60s inspired look consists primarily of baby-doll dresses,
miniskirts with tailored blazers or trench coats and large graphic
prints according to www.eonline.com.
Louisville senior Katie O’Donnell, Franklin senior Carie Lee
Wiles and Mayfield senior Jessie Wiggins said they enjoy wearing
mod style clothing and accessories.
The trio admits they can usually be seen donning wide belts
across their hips and ballet flats.
O’Donnell said she notices the mod style on campus, including
large sunglasses, thick headbands, skinny jeans and big buttons.
Wiles said that a lot of these styles can be attributed to icons
such as actress Audrey Hepburn and model Twiggy.

Surfer/ SoCal Style

Although Western is hundreds of miles away from any ocean
many people on the Hill have adapted the southern California
style.
The surfer/SoCal look usually consists of flip flops, board shorts
and surfer brands such as O’Neill, Quicksilver and Roxy, according
to www.retroland.com.
Guys who follow the trend usually have long, wavy and shaggy
hair, resembling someone whose lives their life surfing the waves.
Female surfer/SoCal dressers usually have highlighted hair and
golden year-round tans, like they’ve just come from lounging on
the beach, according to the Web site.
Cadiz freshman John Adams said he thinks part of the reason the
fashion is so popular is because of popular music.
He said that musicians such as Jack Johnson and the fashions
sold at Hollister are the reasons it has become so popular.

Urban Skateboarder

Characterized by mixing the fashion of two largely street styles,
this hybrid has been steadily moving into the fashion forefront.
The urban skateboard look includes mixing shoe brands, such as
Vans, and loose-fitting jeans with flat-brimmed baseball caps and
hooded sweatshirts.
It is a cross between the punk skateboard look and the urban
hip-hop style of dress.
Producer/rapper Pharrell Williams and rapper Lupe Fiasco
brought the style to mainstream, said Justin Bacon, a Hopkinsville
sophomore who wears the styles.
Bacon said that he has been dressing like an urban skateboarder
since he was in sixth grade and doesn’t consider himself trendy.
“I’m just me,” he said.
The style has been amplified by rappers who include skate
brands and styles in their music. Williams has referred to himself
as “Skateboard P” and Fiasco wrote a song called “Kick, Push,” in
reference to skateboarding.
Both artists sponsor skateboard teams, according to the Mercury
News in San Jose, Calif.

SKATER

Cool and comfortable.
Urban hip-hop meets
punk skateboarder.

SURFER

EVAN SISLEY/Herald

Fun in the sun.
Adapted from
beach wear.
EVAN SISLEY/Herald
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Years from now the above trends may be in fashion history
books, but with a few more alterations to make it unique in the
future. But for now, they’re out of the history books and walking
around campus.
Reach Heather Ryan at diversions@chherald.com.
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